Cararoo Foundation Scholar
Judy Ann
From Scholar to Employee

How did you hear about the Cararoo
Foundation?

Working at iSphere Global

Our neighbour recommended the programme. The
Foundation provides education scholarships from

Judy Ann and her Family

Elementary to High School and only those students
who show good school results qualify for a college

Judy Ann lives in Pasay City and is the eldest
of 7 children. Her father works as a
construction worker in the building industry
whilst her mother spends her time taking
care of the family.

scholarship. Students sit for college entrance exam. to
qualify. My Mother was interviewed although she
didn’t really understand the programme. We were all
delighted when Cararoo provided myself and 2 of my
sisters with a scholarship.
How did you feel when Cararoo offered you a
scholarhip grant?

•

I was extremely grateful and happy when I found out.
I would not have been able to attend College and study
without the scholarship. This opportunity helped me
towards one of my life’s goals.
What are the unforgettable experiences
provided by Cararoo?

How did you feel when you first came to work
at iSphere Global?
iSphere Global provided work experience (on job
training) during the last 2 years of my IT College
course so I was familiar with the working environment
and staff. Being offered a position after completing my
course has made me very excited and happy. I was
initially nervous as I am shy and I also felt anxious that
I may not be able to complete the tasks given to me. It
was a strange feeling being nervous and excited all at
the same time.

Cararoo are so giving and caring in providing gifts

Do you enjoy working at iSphere Global?

Judy Ann enjoys spending time with family

and great experiences to children that wouldn’t

I am happy with the support and guidance my

and friends sharing stories and socialising

otherwise get the opportunity, in particular the

colleagues and Managers have shown me. It feels like a

and regularly attends Church with her

Christmas party.

family as everyone is friendly and ready to assist me if I

family. Her favourite past-time is singing and

Do you have any advice for other foundation

need it.

one day dreams of being very successful.

members on how to succeed?
Don’t waste the opportunity given to you as the

Do you see a long and rewarding career working
at iSphere Global?

scholarship is a special gift. This will help you achieve

I have many things to learn and experience to gain now

your goals in life. Also remember to repay the people

I am in the workforce and I am hoping that I will be

who supported your studies by contributing your

with iSphere Global for a long time to come. I feel this

time, and effort to the foundation.

is the right place for me to be to advance my career and

Judy Ann also enjoys watching television and
reading books.

learn from my colleagues.

